Insights into the pathogenesis of Langerhans cell histiocytosis: the development of targeted therapies
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Abstract: More than a century after its first description, Langerhans cell histiocytosis (LCH) still remains an intriguing disease. Considerable progress in understanding its biology has been achieved recently. Description of the V600E BRAF mutation in samples of LCH tissue in 2010 was followed by description of additional mutations, all leading to constitutive ERK activation. Current experimental data suggest that LCH is a myeloid neoplasia with inflammatory properties, yet the exact pathophysiology remains poorly understood. Disease management paradigms have changed over time, closely reflecting the evolving view of the nature of the disease. The international Histiocyte Society have conducted three prospective clinical studies on multisystem LCH since the early 1990s. The standard frontline therapy for patients with multisystem LCH based on the cumulative knowledge of those trials consists of 6–12 weeks of initial therapy (daily oral steroids and weekly vinblastine injections), followed by pulses of prednisolone/vinblastine every 3 weeks, for a total treatment duration of 12 months. A currently ongoing study (LCH-IV) with a complex design (five interventional and two observational strata) targets further reduction of mortality and morbidity by tailoring treatment intensity depending on expected risk, as well as by exploring treatment regimens for special locations. Current knowledge on LCH pathobiology opens opportunities for improvement in the patient outcome. The activating BRAF and MAP2K1 mutations collectively accounting for about 75% of the LCH population as well as the resulting constitutive activation of downstream ERK offer an opportunity for targeted treatment. Related issues (eg, finding most effective and less toxic drugs or combinations, appropriate dosage, and optimal treatment duration) must be addressed in controlled prospective trials. Additional mechanisms, such as the interactions of the mutated dendritic cell clone with other inflammatory cells and key cytokines and chemokines, still remain attractive targets for therapeutic intervention, particularly in patients with localized, less aggressive disease.
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Introduction

The first ascertained report of Langerhans cell histiocytosis (LCH) dates back to the late 19th century.1 For many years, its description has been accompanied by the adjectives “enigmatic”, “poorly understood”, and “intriguing”, reflecting the uncertainty about its pathobiology. Many factors impeded progress in understanding LCH, the main obstacles being its rarity, difficulty in obtaining sufficient samples, lack of appropriate investigative technologies, and the extreme heterogeneity of its clinical spectrum and natural course.2 Therefore, the experience gathered from patient care and empirically developed treatment regimens was the main resource of knowledge until recently.
Finding a rational cure for LCH has been the driving force of the joined efforts of scientists, physicians, and patient/parent organizations (eg, Histiocyte Society, Histiocytosis Association, and Nikolas Symposium) during the past 3 decades. With the recently gained knowledge on LCH origin and pathobiology, this dream seems to be closer to reality.

**Historical perspective**

Because of characteristic morphological findings (tissue lesions containing large cells with histiocytic appearance), LCH has for a long time been categorized as a disease of the “monocyte-macrophage system”. Opinions on the origin and biology of LCH and the terminology used for its description have mirrored the main developments of the natural sciences and the advances of human biology over the past century (Figure 1).3-5 Two major hypotheses dominated the perception of LCH during the past 3 decades: that it is either a reactive disease (resulting of an inappropriate immune stimulation or intrinsic immune deregulation) or a neoplastic process. However, neither could be substantiated by unequivocal evidence.6,7

For decades, the disease had been referred to as “histiocytosis X,” stressing its unknown source.8 Identification of Birbeck granules (pentalaminar cytoplasmic bodies considered to be pathognomonic for the normal Langerhans cells [LC] of the human epidermis) in lesional histiocytes of patients with histiocytosis X led to the assumption of a histogenetic relation,9 and consequently to the current eponym “Langerhans cell histiocytosis”, as well as to the assignment of the entity to the histiocytes of dendritic cell (DC) origin.10,11 Further evidence favoring this hypothesis was the shared surface phenotype between the normal LC and the lesional cells (named LCH cells).12 At that time, the epidermal LC have been thought to be of bone marrow origin, but it remains unclear what cause them to accumulate and form tissue granulomas (in cooperation with other inflammatory cells) in different organs. Dysregulation of chemokine production and/or chemokine receptor expression clearly plays a crucial role in LCH.13,14 Considering the role of the DC in antigen recognition and immune response initiation, inappropriate stimulation of the immune system or deregulated immune reaction is seemingly an appropriate assumptive explanation of a “reactive” disease process. This hypothesis was supported by the self-limiting course of LCH in a proportion of the patients, the inflammatory properties of the biopsy specimens (granuloma formation), and the abundance of local and systemic cytokines and chemokines.15-19

---

**Figure 1** LCH: historical timeline.

**Abbreviation:** LCH, Langerhans cell histiocytosis.
The finding of clonal LCH cells\textsuperscript{20} was the first solid challenge to the hypothesis of a “reactive” disease, but it was not sufficient to disprove it. Furthermore, though indirect, arguments in favor of a neoplastic origin were the observation of familial clustering,\textsuperscript{21} concurrent myelodysplasia,\textsuperscript{22} chromosomal instability,\textsuperscript{23} telomerase activity in some LCH lesions,\textsuperscript{24} and the increasing number of patients with malignancies preceding or following LCH.\textsuperscript{25} The description of a patient who has a common immunoglobulin gene rearrangement in LCH and B-cells\textsuperscript{26} and of two cases of leukemia/lymphoma\textsuperscript{27} further supported the hypothesis that LCH might be associated with clonal malignant diseases of the hematopoietic stem cells.

**Current understanding of the LCH origin and biology**

LCH is characterized by clonal proliferation and dissemination of cells that express CD1a and CD207, the hallmark features of the eponymous epidermal LC.\textsuperscript{28} However, gene expression profiling of LCH cells has revealed more than 2,000 differentially expressed transcripts compared to LC, showing that these two cell types differ from each other. Furthermore, the comparison of LCH cells with different DC subtypes has shown that the LCH cell is – at least at the transcriptomic level – similarly related to myeloid DC (mDC1) and to LC.\textsuperscript{29} Therefore, the bona fide progenitor cell of the CD207-positive LCH cell is still unknown. Perhaps in the future, comparative expression analysis with a larger set of reference cells or chromatin profiling could provide insight into the ontogeny of LCH.\textsuperscript{30}

Badalian-Very et al who analyzed archival LCH samples using OncoMap, a high-throughput genotyping platform, achieved a breakthrough in the understanding of LCH biology in 2010. By using this technology, a gain-of-function mutation in the BRAF serine/threonine kinase (BRAF V600E) was found in 57% of the studied samples.\textsuperscript{31} This mutation, which causes the substitution of glutamate for valine at amino acid 600 (BRAF V600E), leads to the constitutive activation of the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK pathway and is highly prevalent in various neoplasms. For this reason, LCH is now regarded as a neoplastic disease. In addition to the identification of a recurrent mutation, another important finding of that study was the universal ERK phosphorylation irrespective of mutational status, indicating that in the BRAF wild-type samples, other mutations or translocations could exist. Indeed, next-generation sequencing of LCH lesions subsequently identified mutations in MAP2K1, which occur in 50% of BRAF wild-type cases, and mutations in ARAF, in sporadic cases. Overall, the genomic landscape appears to be remarkably simple with just a few mutated genes that all seem to lie in the MAPK pathway. Because MAPK is active in all LCH lesions, it seems likely that the non-BRAF-, ARAF-, or MAP2K1-mutated LCH cells will have an acquired somatic mutations or translocations of other pathway members affecting the activation of MEK/ERK. Interestingly, the mutation status did not correlate with disease status and severity in the published series so far, although one study found an association with an increased risk of recurrence.\textsuperscript{32} In addition, this study detected BRAF V600E in bone marrow-derived cells in some multisystem LCH (MS-LCH) patients, whereas in single-system LCH (SS-LCH) patients, the mutation was only found in lesional LCH cells. The authors therefore propose a model of LCH in which the initiating cell defines the extent of the disease, ie, the presence of the mutated BRAF in a hematopoietic stem cell would cause high-risk LCH, whereas a mutation that is restricted to a more differentiated cell type would give rise to low-risk disease. The BRAF V600E mutation can also be detected in hematopoietic stem cells of almost all patients with hairy cell leukemia. How the same mutation in the same cell type can cause two clinically different diseases remains unclear to date. It is also unclear which additional factors can lead to the induction of the LCH-specific markers. One possibility might be the activation of the Notch pathway, because Notch and Notch receptors are highly expressed in LCH cells and because the stimulation of monocytes with the Notch ligand JAGGED2 can induce an LCH-like phenotype in vitro.\textsuperscript{29}

**A new classification of histiocytic disorders**

On behalf of the Histiocyte Society, Emile et al\textsuperscript{33} recently proposed a revision of the classification of histiocytoses. The original classification took into account the assumed cell of origin and the morphological features of malignancy, and thus consisted of three categories: Class I: LCH; Class II: histiocytoses of mononuclear phagocytes other than LC; Class III: malignant histiocytic disorders.\textsuperscript{10} This classification of the Writing Group of the Histiocyte Society has been revised in 1997 in an attempt to refine diagnostic criteria and accommodate the varying biologic behavior of the diverse diseases with the original classification.\textsuperscript{11} In the currently proposed classification, Emile et al\textsuperscript{33} go a step further and integrate clinical presentation and pathology findings with molecular and genetic findings, therefore taking into account recent developments...
that shed new light onto LCH pathology. One example of a genetic finding guiding the classification of a disease is the presence of the BRAF V600E mutation in cases of both Erdheim–Chester disease (ECD) and LCH, which – together with the fact that almost 20% of ECD patients also have LCH lesions – hint at a close relationship between both diseases. Therefore, these two entities are now grouped together, which also makes sense in the view of the efficacy of RAF and MEK inhibitors in the treatment of both entities (see “New therapeutic approaches and tentative targets emerging from the (recent) insights into the LCH biology” section). Overall, the 2016 classification manages to place many different diseases into five groups, which do not just categorize but give a global perspective that helps the clinician to keep track in the jungle of more than 100 histiocytic disorders.

**General approach and principles of treating LCH**

The clinical spectrum of LCH ranges from a single skeletal lesion to disseminated disease affecting multiple organs. The clinical course and outcome are also quite variable and hardly predictable upon diagnosis. Therefore, the “one size fits all” treatment approach is not feasible. Different prognostic factors, clinical scores, and stratification systems have been elaborated over the years to assist therapeutic decisions and enable risk-adapted treatment.

**Clinical classification of LCH**

It has been empirically established that patients presenting with involvement of one organ system (SS-LCH) have excellent prognosis. Patients with involvement of two or more organs (MS-LCH), particularly those with dysfunction of the liver and of hematopoiesis, may have progressive disease associated with considerable mortality. This empirical knowledge formed the basis of the clinical classification of LCH, which has been adopted for the clinical trials of the Histiocyte Society (Table 1). In addition to involvement of risk organs at the time of diagnosis, response after 6 weeks of standard treatment proved to be of independent prognostic value, providing guidance for early adjustment of treatment intensity. Risk organ involvement at diagnosis and response to initial treatment allow defining the following groups at risk for treatment failure and unfavorable outcome (Table 2). Appropriate classification of disease extent and severity and assignment of risk-adapted therapy mandate complete clinical evaluation of each patient at initial diagnosis and relapse.

**Table 1 Current clinical classification of LCH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk group</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS-LCH</td>
<td>One organ/system involved (unifocal or multifocal):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Bone unifocal (single bone) or multifocal (&gt;1 bone)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Skin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Lymph node (excluding draining lymph node of another LCH lesion), single (one group) or multiple (more than one group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Lungs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Central nervous system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Other rare locations (eg, thyroid, thymus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-LCH</td>
<td>Two or more organs/systems involved with or without involvement of ”Risk organs”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2 Stratification of MS-LCH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk group</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-risk</td>
<td>MS-LCH without involvement of ”Risk Organs” at diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-risk</td>
<td>MS-LCH with involvement of ”Risk Organs” at diagnosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very high-risk</td>
<td>High-risk patients without response to 6 weeks of standard treatment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Current treatment approach to LCH**

Therapeutic principles in LCH have emerged from clinical experience despite lack of knowledge regarding its etiology and pathogenesis. Therefore, the evolution of LCH therapy over the years has closely reflected the paradigm and hypothesis shifts regarding LCH biology. Indeed, the difficulties in developing optimal therapies were, at least in part, due to the gaps in the understanding of the pathogenesis of LCH.

In view of the excellent prognosis, SS-LCH (the majority of the cases confined to skeleton or skin) is usually managed as conservatively as possible.

**Approach to SS-LCH**

Randomized trials for the treatment of SS-LCH were never carried out, and the treatment recommendations are based on experience gained from retrospective cohorts. Overall, the course of localized skeletal SS-LCH is benign, and no initial treatment strategy appears to have a clear advantage with respect to rate and speed of healing of the individual lesions. In contrast, in the study of Titgemeyer et al, systemic combination chemotherapy was given to all patients with multifocal skeletal disease as prescribed by the study...
protocol. The reactivation rate of 18% in patients with multifocal bone disease in that study contrasts to the 50%–80% reported in the literature and suggests a positive influence of systemic therapy on the disease course in multifocal bone disease. This finding underlines the biological difference between unifocal and multifocal skeletal LCH, postulated by a recent biological study.32

Given the very good prognosis, the treatment of unifocal bone lesions focuses on local control and prevention of reactivations and permanent consequences. Treatment options range from expectant attitude, through surgery or topical drug delivery, to systemic therapy in selected cases. Decisive for the treatment decision in unifocal bone lesion is the location (weight-bearing or compression of crucial adjacent structures), the size, the surgical accessibility, the presence of considerable adjacent soft-tissue mass, pain or functional impairment, and the risk of permanent sequelae. A wait-and-see approach is justified in small asymptomatic osseous or cutaneous lesions in view of the high likelihood for spontaneous healing. Surgical procedures such as biopsy, curettage, or resection are used to treat solitary bone lesions, solitary affected lymph nodes, or circumscribed nodular skin lesions. A biopsy is necessary to confirm the diagnosis and at the same time represents a healing stimulus. It is empirically well established that radical surgery is not necessary and usually not useful in localized LCH.44,46 Wide surgical resection is particularly harmful in skull vault and jawbone lesions, as it impedes bone reconstructions and causes permanent defects, which are not observed in nonresected lesions. An intralesional application of crystalline methylprednisolone (100–150 mg) in symptomatic bone lesion can quickly bring about a reduction in symptoms and cure.54,55 Because of its potential to induce secondary malignancies, radiotherapy at a low dose (6–10 Gy) is limited to specific indications such as imminent compression of vital structures (eg, the spinal cord or the optic nerve). In case of large, symptomatic lesions, which are not easily accessible and bear high likelihood for pathologic fractures and permanent consequences, mild systemic treatment of short duration (3–6 months) may be the preferable option for local disease control. A best practice-based treatment approach to SS-LCH is depicted in Figure 2.

**Approach to disseminated disease**

There is a general agreement on the indication of systemic therapy for patients with MS-LCH.34,42,56–58 The value of systemic therapy for multifocal skeletal SS-LCH is less well documented and still needs evaluation in controlled prospective trials. The individual drugs, drug combinations, and regimens with established activity in MS-LCH have been extensively reviewed elsewhere.34,44,56,58,59 Therefore, only the results of the clinical trials of the Histiocyte Society43,60–64 and the current standard of care will be briefly summarized here. Most trials before the era of the Histiocyte Society have pooled patients with varying clinical presentation, course, and prognosis in order to collect higher numbers.65 Large-scale clinical trials in rare diseases such as LCH are possible only

---

**Figure 2** Treatment approach to SS-LCH.

**Abbreviations:** LCH, Langerhans cell histiocytosis; SS-LCH, single-system LCH; LN LCH, lymph node LCH.
in the setting of international cooperation. The Histiocyte Society has conducted a series of randomized clinical trials that defined the current ground for the management of LCH.

The LCH-I trial (1991–1995) was the first international randomized trial for MS-LCH. It compared the effectiveness of vinblastine (VBL) and etoposide in the treatment of patients with MS-LCH, and the main conclusion was that these drugs have equivalent activity in children with MS-LCH. In addition, this trial has proven that based on age and organ involvement at diagnosis, it is possible to define a subgroup of MS-LCH with a survival probability of 100% (low-risk group) and a subgroup at risk of mortality (risk group).

The LCH-II trial (1996–2000) explored the value of the addition of etoposide to a standard initial therapy combination of prednisolone (PRED) and VBL in patients with risk of MS-LCH. The continuation therapy included oral mercaptopurine and pulses of PRED and VBL for a total treatment duration of 6 months. The outcomes in the standard and the experimental arm were similar with respect to response at week 6 (63% vs 71%), 5-year survival (74% vs 79%), reactivation frequency (46% vs 46%), and permanent consequences (43% vs 37%). This trial proved that the stratification in low-risk and risk group based solely on organ involvement at the time of diagnosis (age did not prove to have an independent prognostic value) is feasible.

In the LCH-III (2001–2008) study, patients with MS-LCH were divided into two groups (low-risk and risk) depending on the risk of mortality. In the low-risk group, the value of the continuation therapy (6 vs 12 months) was studied with respect to reactivation rate and sequelae. In the risk group, the value of the addition of intermediate-dose methotrexate to the standard combination of PRED and VBL was studied with respect to early response and mortality. A second 6-week course of initial therapy was delivered in patients without optimal response in both groups. The final results of the risk group trial did not prove superiority of the experimental arm with respect to initial response, overall and reactivation-free survival, and toxicity. In the low-risk group, prolongation of the treatment duration resulted in a reduced risk of reactivation (0.50 in the 6-month vs 0.35 in the 12-month arm). Overall, the LCH-III study concluded that early intensification with a second induction phase for patients with slow responses and therapy prolongation result in significantly improved outcomes for patients with MS-LCH.

The cumulative experience of the prospective clinical trials conducted by the Histiocyte Society can be summarized as follows:

1. Risk organ involvement at diagnosis (defined as at least one of the following: peripheral blood cytopenia and/or liver enlargement ± organ dysfunction and/or spleen enlargement) allows stratification of MS-LCH into low-risk (probability of survival of nearly 100%) and risk group (probability of survival of 80%–90%). Patients with risk organ involvement (particularly those with bi- and pancytopenia and liver dysfunction) who do not respond to 6 weeks of standard treatment have particularly dismal prognosis (survival less than 50%). This small subgroup categorized as “very high-risk” deserves treatment intensification. As continuing standard treatment usually fails to change the outcome for those patients, experimental approaches targeting improved survival seem justified.

2. The standard frontline therapy for patients with MS-LCH treated outside of controlled clinical trials consists of 6–12 weeks of initial therapy (oral steroids and weekly VBL injections), followed by pulses of PRED / VBL every 3 weeks, for a total treatment duration of 12 months (Figure 3). The main advantages of this regimen are the solid evidence for its activity in LCH, its acceptable toxicity, its applicability in an outpatient setting, drug availability, and the relatively low price.

3. A standard of care for patients who could not be cured by the frontline therapy (suboptimal response, disease progression, or relapse) has not been established yet. Patients with low-risk disease, particularly those who have a relapse after complete resolution, can be successfully treated by repetition of the frontline regimen, or by application of a number of other single drugs or drug combinations. Controlled prospective trials with appropriate end points (prevention of subsequent relapses and permanent consequences, as well as improvement in the quality of life) are still lacking. To date, only few options have shown promising results in the treatment of severe progressive LCH in small series and pilot trials, but their applicability is limited by either high toxicity or availability of matched donors, as well as by the need for highly specialized expertise for treatment delivery.

4. The same is true for some specific or rare clinical scenarios, ie, isolated destructive pulmonary LCH, sclerosing cholangitis, LCH reactivation presenting with isolated diabetes insipidus, and central nervous system-LCH of neurodegenerative type.

A current, ongoing international trial of the Histiocyte Society (LCH-IV International Collaborative Treatment Protocol for Children and Adolescents with Langerhans Cell Histiocytosis; NCT02205762) with a complex design (five
interventional and two observational strata) is looking for improvement of relapse-free survival and quality of life by targeting the unsolved issues listed earlier.\(^\text{59,65}\)

**New therapeutic approaches and tentative targets emerging from the (recent) insights into the LCH biology**

The detection of the mutations in the MAPK pathway has revolutionized our understanding of LCH biology. The opportunities offered by this knowledge and the spectrum of its clinical implications reach far beyond the rationale for targeted RAF and MEK inhibition, which has been extensively discussed elsewhere.\(^\text{2,32,34,44,59,65,72–77}\)

The explosion of basic knowledge on LCH poses a huge challenge how to translate it into clinical practice and incorporate it into the patient care. LCH has been recently redefined as a myeloid neoplasia.\(^\text{2,44,75}\) Besides the difficulty in providing a sound answer to the patient’s question “is it a cancer?” the most obvious question is “are we going to treat it as a cancer?” New insights have changed the view on LCH and help in partly explaining its pathomechanisms, but it does not change anything on its mostly benign behavior.

In contrast to most malignancies, mortality is very low. The major challenges are chronic recurrent course over years or multiple reactivations, which could both result in acute morbidity (eg, pain, motion deficits, and itchy rashes) and permanent disabilities (hormone deficits, lung honeycombing, liver cirrhosis, neurocognitive deficits, being the most severe, but fortunately rare). What is the price a patient should pay for alleviation of acute morbidity and assumed, but unproven, prevention of permanent consequences in terms of acute and long-term treatment side effect?

As there are no biological markers, treatment decisions solely rely on clinical presentation. In face of the currently unpredictable course of LCH in patients with multisystem disease and the high reactivation rate of LCH, the possibility to monitor treatment response with more quantifiable and objective parameters would be of immense clinical value. The documented mutations in the MAPK pathway are appealing biomarkers. According to the data from Berres et al,\(^\text{32}\) BRAF V600E expression in circulating cells is associated with disease severity. Translated into clinical practice, this could provide a more objective way for clinical classification and therapeutic stratification than the current one that is solely based on conventional imaging of involved organs. For example, multifocal skeletal LCH is diagnosed predominantly in preschool children.
and is frequently accompanied by clinical or laboratory signs of systemic inflammation. It is currently categorized as SS-LCH, but is biologically closer to MS-LCH. Quantification of mutation-bearing cells could perhaps enable more precise clinical classification and possibly guide treatment stratification. Therefore, evaluation of cell-free DNA in accessible body fluids (blood and urine) could provide a measure both for the disease burden and for therapeutic success, but this needs a careful proof in a prospective study.78

The MAPK signaling pathway plays a key role in the regulation of gene expression, cellular growth, and survival. A number of activating mutations affecting this pathway result in overactive downstream ERK, which proves to be the ultimate driving event in LCH. Both specific inhibition of the mutated kinases and downstream ERK inhibition (Figure 4) are undoubtedly appealing treatment options.2,44,75,79 The clinical experience available to date confirmed at least two essential expectations to BRAF inhibitors, namely in vivo activity in patients with LCH and ECD and rapid clinical response.80–84 As there is no curative therapy for patients with advanced ECD, these findings are likely to change the treatment approach in this setting. In patients with severe life-threatening LCH, rapid clinical response is of particular importance. The series of Haroche et al82 show impressively rapid response to vemurafenib and prove that sustainable treatment effect is achievable. However, although MAPK inhibition might lead to clinical improvement, it is currently unclear whether treatment with a single inhibitor can eradicate the disease. The major tasks to be addressed in controlled prospective trials are, therefore, finding the most effective and less toxic specific inhibitors, establishing downstream inhibition for patients without known mutations, defining appropriate pediatric dosages, and establishing how long and in which combinations (if any) the drugs should be given. There are few ongoing trials listed on https://clinicaltrials.gov/ (eg, NCT02281760, NCT02649972, NCT02089724, and NCT01677741), evaluating the role of MAPK inhibitors in patients with histiocytic disorders. Because of concerns of potentially severe toxicity, pediatric trials should initially be restricted to patients with severe diseases who could not be rescued with less toxic treatments.44,85 In view of low expected numbers of eligible patients and the need to address multiple issues, a meaningful study design will require multi-institutional cooperation. The currently ongoing LCH-IV trial offers an appropriate setting for piloting new drugs.80 Patients with high-risk MS-LCH who fail first-line therapy are offered either repeated cladribine/cytarabine courses or hematopoietic stem cell transplantation after reduced-intensity conditioning at the discretion of the treating physician (as soon as strict criteria of disease severity are fulfilled). Although effective, both salvage options are toxic and associated with treatment-related mortality.60,70 Therefore, therapeutic window piloting specific MAPK pathway inhibitors would be an ethically justifiable intervention. The limited available experience with these drugs suggests that they are

Figure 4 MAPK targets and drugs.
able to induce rapid response and thus expected to reduce septic complications because of prolonged immunosuppression or rapid progression of the disease.

The dream of targeted treatment and preventing LCH mortality seems to become a reality. Nevertheless, it is very unlikely that the currently available MAPK pathway inhibitors will become the standard of care for all patients of LCH, both for reasons of high costs and worrisome side effects.

Should the search for cure be restricted to inhibiting the MAPK pathway? Pathology findings (granuloma formation), cytokine studies, and clinical observations suggest that mortality and permanent organ damage in LCH are most probably due to deleterious effects of an unbridled local and systemic inflammatory response, rather than to an uncontrolled proliferation of the misguided myeloid clone. Therefore, different aspects of the inflammatory response (eg, cellular cross-talk, specific cytokines, and chemokines) offer further potential therapeutic targets. Both experimental data (ie, morphoproteomic analysis of LCH lesions) and limited clinical experience with bisphosphonates, etanercept, and indomethacin provide rationale for targeting the inflammation evoked by the aberrant myeloid clone in LCH. The recently approved RANKL inhibitor denosumab for the treatment of giant-cell tumor is another attractive option for patients with skeletal LCH. Granuloma formation in LCH reflects a complex microenvironment comprising a number of cells and key molecules, and gives rationale for further exploration of the communicative tumor system reprogramming approach, which has been reported in anecdotal cases of LCH. Expansion of regulatory T-cells in LCH and the evidence that the tissue infiltration by the DC clone in LCH is due to accumulation and better survival, rather than to uncontrolled proliferation of CD1a/CD207-positive cells, let to the speculation that targeting T-reg, or overcoming tolerance, may be beneficial. Interestingly, a recent immunohistochemical study demonstrated significant expression of the PD-1 ligand in a number of histiocytic disorders, including LCH. If validated by experimental data, this pathway could provide a further therapeutic target.

Fortunately, the armamentarium available in the fight with LCH is getting diverse and more precise. Optimizing patient stratification and tailoring treatment to the need of the individual patient will remain a major task in the upcoming decades.
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